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Abstract-This paper deals with the symmetric linear systems of equations arising in the Galerkin 
boundary element method. In particular. we consider the merits of direct and iterative solvers and 
present some numerical results which illustrate the way that solution costs vary with the number of 
boundary elements and indicate the possible advantages of iterative techniques (such as conjugate 
gradients) over direct (Gaussian elimination type) approaches. 
The first part of the paper is concerned with sequential implementations of the Galerkin boundary 
element method. We shall also present results from a parallel implementation, running on an nCUBE 
machine. We shall consider the speed-ups obtained and for this purpose, it will be instructive to 
consider separately the three phases: 
(1) constructing the linear system, 
(2) solving the linear system, and 
(3) using the results to compute interior solutions. 
Our results show clearly the benefits of parallel implementation. but they also demonstrate that 
these benefits may not be uniform across all aspects of the calculation. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Boundary element method. Galerkin method, Parallel computing, Linear solvers, 
Conjugate gradients. 
1. BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
The two-dimensional mixed potential problem may be written in the form 
0”u = 0. in D 
subject to the boundary conditions 
au 
‘U = z&J, on Co and z-=qIr 
dll 
on Cl, 
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Figure 1. Potential problem in the region 11 
where D is the region bounded by the closed curve, C = Co + Cl as shown in Figure 1. 
For a point P in D, we can write the potential at P in the form of a boundary integral [I], 
using the notation of Gray [2] 
where 
P(P) - U(P) + 
6( .c 
4Q)$, Q) - G(P> QMQ) 
) 
dQ = 0. (1.3) 
G(P,Q) = -&lniQ-PI = -&lnR 
is the fundamental solution (Green’s function) and n = n(Q) is the unit outward normal on C 
at Q. 
For properly-posed problems only one of ‘U or q is known on C so that equation (1.3) is not 
directly of use as it stands. The usual approach [I] is to develop a boundary integral equation 
by considering the point P as a boundary point and to obtain the boundary integral equation by 
‘excluding’ P with a small disc and taking the limit as the disc radius tends t,o zero to give 
a(P)u(P) + 
i( 
c~Q = 0, (1.4) c 
4Q@1’. Q) ~ G(P. QMQ) 
) 
where (L(P) is the so-called ‘free-term coefficient. Equation (1.4) is often called the potential 
boundary integral equation. Similarly. the flux boundary integral equation is developed in the 
form [3] 
Y(P)q(P) + 
i’( 
u(Q) 
c 
& (C Q) - g(r. QMQ)) dQ = 0, (1.5) 
where N = N(P) is the unit outward normal on C at P. These equations are well established 
and have been studied for quite some time. However, there are considerable worries about the 
existence of the integrals. Equation (1.4) involves a weakly singular part, due to G> and a strongly 
singular part, due to E. Equation (1.5) includes a strongly singular part, due to $$% and a 
liypersingular part, due to &. In fact, the strongly singular parts arc handled in the Cauchy 
principal value sense and the hypersingular part is usually handled in terms of a. Hadamard finite- 
part integral in which it is assumed that divergent terms from ncighbouring regions cancel. This 
causes particular difficulties when collocation is used to develop the system equations. Gray [2], 
suggests an alternative approach via the Galerkin method. We develop our argument in just the 
same way. We consider the potential and flux integrals for points P in D ils follows: 
P(P) z 'U(P) + 4Q)gU', Q) - G(P. QMQ) 
> 
dQ = 0, (1.6) 
F(P) = q(P) + .d( u(Q) c T&U=, Q) -$$‘, QMQ)) dQ = 0. (1.7) 
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where equation (1.7) is obtained by direct differentiation of equation (1.6) using the fact that 
we can reverse the order of integration and differentiation, since t,he int,egrals in (1.6) are well 
behaved. We now consider limiting values as the point P approaches the curve C. 
2. GALERKIN FORMULATION 
We use the usual boundary element approximation in which t,he curve C is approximated by 
a piecewise curve, C1v. In our case CN is taken as a polygon, as in Figure 2 and the boundary 
values of u and (I are approximated by 
where {zoj(Q) : j = 1,2,...,N} is a set of linearly independent basis functions. We shall 
consider linear elements in which the wJ (Q) are the usual ‘hat’ functions. The boundary element 
formulation of equations (1.6) and (1.7) takes the form 
ijc, (P) = u(P) + i’( +$P. Q) - G(P) QMQ) dQ = 0, (2.2) CN 
_F& (P) 5 q(P) + U(Q) $$&P. Q) - $$ Q)@(O) dQ = 0. 
The limiting process proposed by Gray then sets equ&nrs (2.2) and (2.3) in the form 
lim PcN (PC) = 0 and 
t-0 
lim .Pc,~ (PC) = 0. 
L-0 
where, as E ---f 0, P, 4 PO on CN. Finally, theu, the Galerkiu formulation is taken as 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
There is a variety of different types of integral in equations (2.5) and (2.6) depending on the 
elements in which P and Q are situated. The integrals may be eit,her nonsingular, weakly 
singular, strongly singular, or hypersingular. The details of how these are handled are given by 
Gray [2] and we shall not repeat them here. 
Figure 2. Boundary approximated by a pnlygonxl curve. 
‘UK: importance of the G;l.lerkin approach is that if equcttioll (1.6) is used on that part, of the 
I~ountlary on which a Dirichlet condition holds and the n,egutive of equation (1.7) is used on that 
part, of t,lre boundary on which a Neumaml condition holds, then the resulting l~oundsry element. 
algcl)raic equations arc symmetric. Tlic cquat,ions generated from (2.5),(2.6) may be written its 
Hu-Gq=O, (2.7) 
H~rc> t,lre partition superscripts indicate tlrc distinction between t,he parts of the l~ouncl;~ry ou 
which Dirichlet and Neumann contlit,ions hold. Since u” and q’” are known, we can re;Lrrange 
the systSom so t.lrat only the unknowu I~undary values appear on the left. ‘I’hus, if x denotes 
(6 u”), wc can obtain the ovc~all system of equations in t,hc form 
Green’s function has the properties 
Ax=b, 
(2.8) 
G(P, &) = G(Q. P). 
and by virtlre of tlrpse. it follows that A is symmetric. 
3. LINEAR SOLVERS FOR THE GALERKIN METHOD 
‘l’lrc IV x IV linear system Ax = b arising in the Galerkin method may be solvetl by a variety 
of nret~lrods. Of the direct qqxoaches (i.c., tShose which transform or factorise the given system) 
t.lre Gaussian elimination or Gauss-Jordan methods are always applicable. (We prefer the Gauss- 
.Jo&n approach for reasons which will bc mentioned in the later section on parallelization.) 
Clrol~~ski factorization is a more efficient method (reqrlirin, m only about half as much arithmetic 
~urtl storage). but it requires A to be t,ot,h symmetjric and positjive definite. While the symmetry 
of (2.8) is assrirc~l. there is no guarantee, unfortunately, t,lrat it will be posit,ive definite. An 
itc>lat,ivc mrt,hod which can bc uxd to exploit tlrc symmetry of the system without assuming 
positive, definiteness is the niet,liod of coiijugwtc gradients. 
3.1. Conjugate Gradient Methods for Galerkin Systems 
Tlict conjrlgate gri~di~nt (CG) ~q~proacl~. as first proposed by Hestenes and Stiefel [4], was 
inteiitlrtl for tlcfinit,c, mtlicr than indcfinit,cL syst,cnis of equations. It proceeds via iterat,ions of 
t,l1r for111 
X(k+l) = X(k) + ,,(Up(k), (3.1) 
\\~ll(~lx~ t,llc~ ,sea/Y:t/ dirwtio~//s p(O): p( l). p(“‘, iw c.onst~ructecl t)o satisfy the coiijugac,y prop- 
(‘It,\ 
P IOTAS = 0, when % # j. (3.2) 
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If cLk) in (3.1) is calculated by 
&) = _ P 
(C)T,(A,) 
pWTAp(“) ’ 
where r denotes the residual Ax - b. then it follows that 
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(3.3) 
p(“)‘r’“+’ 1 = (j, (3.4) 
This, when combined with the conjugacy property (3.2), means t,hat after k itcarations 
pWr(k+‘) = 0 for j =O,l....>k. (3.5) 
This result implies finite termination-i.e., CG met,hods solvc~ Ax = b in at most N itcrat,ions. 
There are a number of ways of generatin, 0 the conjugate sequence {p(“)}. The original CG 
algorithm takes p(O) = -r(O) and then uses the t,wo-t,rrm recurrence relation 
p(“+l) = _Jk+l) + pp(“), 
r(k+l)Trik+l) 
with /+“I = r(I;)Tr(k) 
This is only guaranteed to be stable when A is a positive- (or negative-) definite matrix. To deal 
with the indefinite case, we can replace (3.6) by a three-t,erm recurrence relat,ion [5] 
P 
(k+lj = _Ap(“) + ,(k)p(“) + lj(k)p(“-l). (3.7) 
where cl(‘), $“) are chosen so that 
p(“+‘)T~p(J) = 0, for ,j = k. I; - 1. 
Other extensions of the CG method to cover the indefinite and nonsymmetric casts include the 
conjugate residual method and the biconjuyate ,qmdicrrt q~proacll. The former is cquivnlciit t,o 
applying the CG method to the syst,em ATAx = ATb, while t,hc latter is based on applying t,he 
CG method to a 2N x 2N system of the form 
A fuller account of CG methods in the context of boundary int,egral met,hods is given in [6]. 
The finite termination property ensures that the CG met,hod is an O(N’) process? since the 
work on each iteration is chiefly the N” multiplications needed t,o form the matrix-vector product 
Ap(“). This workload can be considerably reduced if A is sparse: but this is not relevant to us? 
since the Galerkin approach typically generat,es dense matrices. However? oven in the dense case, 
t,he CG method becomes more competitive if the c4genvaluc~s of A are ‘%rrnclirtl”. Specifically. 
it can be proved that, if A has only 11~ distinct, eigcnvnlurs, t,hPn c~onvrrgt-nce oculars in. at, most. 
I< iterations. 
The preceding observation motivates the l)lecon.ditiorbcd CG method. In this approach, WC seek 
a. matrix M such that MAMT h<w eigenvalucs more tight,ly grouped t,han t,he original mat,rix A. 
The basic CG met,hod can then be applied to solvc~ the system MAMTy = Mb aft,er which VW 
set, x = MTy. A relatively simple choice for M is the so-called diagonal Drc,collclit,iorlel 
(3.8) 
If we USC (3.8), t,he preconditioned matrix MAMT has all diagonal element,s eq11a1 to plus or 
minus one. This can sometimes cause the eigenvalues also to be clllsterrtl arormd il. If A is 
positive (negative) definite, then the diagonal terms of MAMT will I)(> all positivcy (iirgativc). 
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Table 1. Comparison or linear solvers on Example 1 
hIore sophisticated preconditioners can be obtained by finding M through “incomplete” LU or 
Cholesky factorizations. 
We now compare the performance of the Gauss-Jordan method (GJ) with that of the CG 
method using the recurrence relation (3.6) and the biconjugate gradient method BiCGSTAB [7]. 
‘l’he test, set of equations comes from applying the Galerkin approach to a Dirichlet problem in 
the ellipse given parametrically by 
Z = 1.5cos0, y = sin6: 0 < 8 < 27r. 
We shall call this Example 1 and Table 1 shows the run-times needed to solve the different sizes 
of linear system corresponding to different discretizations. 
Here the plain CG method does appreciably better than the Gauss-Jordan approach, and 
usually outperforms the more complicated Bi-CGSTAB algorithm. Its remarkable performance 
on t,he larger problems is due to the fact t,hat it converges to the required accuracy in only four 
iterations for every value of N. Even if we make the CG method converge to higher accuracy, it 
only requires eight iterations (in the case when N = 64). 
‘Thtl good performance of t,he CG method su ggests that the coefficient matrix (2.8) of the 
Galerkin linear system for Example 1 has repeated or “bunched” eigenvalues. We can easily 
investigate this, using the Jacobi method, since the symmetry of A means that all the eigenvalues 
are real; and in the case N = 64, for instance, we find that there are quit,e a few instances of 
“pairing-up” where eigenvalues agree t,o several significant figures. However! in order to give a 
more precise measure of grouping, let us suppose that the eigenvalues X, are numbered so that 
X1 5 X:! 5 . . 5 X,v. We shall say that X, is “rl-disti~t” if 
lb - Lll > +h and l&+1 - X,I > +q. 
For the Galerkin matrix of Example 1 with N = 64 and with 0.005 5 77 5 0.01, the above 
definition implies that about 58% of the eigenvalues are distinct. This does not go very far towards 
explaining the exceptionally good behaviour of the CG method. Therefore, we can also consider 
auother way of measuring the grouping of eigenvalues and we shall say that Xi is “7-sepamted” if 
mhc>rc X,,,,, is the largest absolute eigenvalue. b$‘ith 77 between 0.01 and 0.005, this definition 
means that the separated eigenvalues of the Galerkin matrix for Example 1 (with N = 64) account 
for between 22% and 28% of the total. This is somewhat more consistent with t,he number of 
CG iterations taken-although it still does not, fully account for the speed of convergence. 
It. is worth noting that diagonal preconditionin g based on (3.8) does not improve the perfor- 
mance of the CG method in this case: and analysis of the preconditioned matrix shows a similar 
distribution of eigenvalues. 
If this sort of behaviour is typical of other problems, then it appears that the CG approach 
will be very efficient. To test this conjecture, we now quote results for three other boundary 
element problems. For each of the following examples, we generate and solve the Galerkin linear 
system for different values of N and observe the number of CG iterations required, both with 
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and without the use of diagonal precondit,ioning. Unless otherwise stated, the results given below 
were obtained using the convergence criterion 
IlAx - bll 5 W, 
with E = lo-“. (As an important practical point, we mention that,-in order t,o olkain a mean- 
ingful comparison of a preconditioned solution with the original one-the convergence test for 
the preconditioned system must be based on achieving llMAMTy - Mb11 5 cIIMbi1.) 
Example 2 involves the problem 
F&L = 0 
subject to the boundary conditions 
PL(0, y) = 0: 0 I y I 1. 
IL(2,O) = n:, Olz<l, 
U(l,Y) = 1, Olyll, 
u(z, 1) = 2, O<X<l. 
Results for Example 2 are given in Table 2. 
Table 2. Numbers of CG iterations for Example 2 
n; 
The results here are rather less dramatic than for Example 1, but even so, the numbers of 
iterations lie between N/4 and N/8. The use of diagonal preconditioning yields improvements 
of between 10% and 30%. CG run-times are typically one-third (or better) of the times required 
by Gaussian elimination (GE); and even if we increase the accuracy of the solutions by setting 
F = 10-s in (3.9) ,the conjugate gradient solutions for the N = 256 and N = 512 cases are more 
than twice as fast as GE. 
Example 3 involves the solution of 
V?L = 0 
subject to the boundary conditions 
4(0, Y) = 0, O<yJ 1, 
u(n:, 0) = 0, Olr<l, 
q(1.y) = 0, 0 < - , t/ I 1, 
u(z, 1) = 1, 0 5 s < 1. 
Results for Example 3 are summarised in Table 3 
Table 3. Numbers of CC: iterations for Example 3. 
N No Preconditioner Preconditioner 
64 50 37 
128 85 68 
256 153 136 
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Once again, the eigensystem of the Galerkin matrix A seems reasonably suitable for the CG 
approach, since we obtain convergence in appreciably less than IV iterations, especially with the 
benefit of preconditioning. (These remarks still hold when the convergence criterion is (3.9) with 
E = 10-s.) However, the speed advantage of the CG approach is not now particularly striking. 
Its run-times are, at best, about 75% of those for GE; and sometimes the iterative solution takes 
a little longer. 
In Example 4, we solve 
u2u = 0 
subject to the boundary conditions 
U(0, y) = 300. 0<2/<6. 
4(&O) = 0, 0 5 .1: 5 6. 
74%~) = 0, OLyS6. 
q(zr,o;) = 0, 0 5 5 5 6. 
Results for this problem are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Numbers of CG iterations on Example 4 
1: Pwcoc] 1 NoPreccr 1 
It is slightly surprising to note that the diagonal preconditioning strategy always leads to a 
deterioration in performance on Example 4. Nevertheless, Table 4 shows that, as for previous 
examples, the number of CG iterations needed is still appreciably less than N. This means, for 
the larger problems, that the (unpreconditioned) CG method takes only about 60% of the time 
needed by GE. This advantage is lost, however, if the convergence tolerance is set to E = lo-‘. 
From the above results, it is now clear that the exceptional behaviour displayed in Example 
1 cannot be taken for granted. Nevertheless, the Galerkin matrices in Examples 2-4 do seem to 
suit the CG method to some extent. In order to relate the results in Tables 2-4 to the eigenvalue 
distributions of these Galerkin matrices, Table 5 shows percentages of “distinct” eigenvalues 
for the N = 64 cases of Examples 224. Similarly, Table 6 shows percentages of “separated” 
eigenvalues. 
Table 5. Percentages of distinct eigenvalues of Galerkin matrices for Examples 2-4 
Both Tables 5 and 6 show that pairing and grouping of eigenvalues is quite common for the 
Gslerkin matrices arising in the example problems. However, it has to be acknowledged that 
there is not particularly good agreement, in detail, between numbers of distinct or separated 
eigenvalues and the numbers of iterations recorded in Tables 224. The 71 = 0.005 column in 
Table 6 is quite consistent with unpreconditioned CC performance on Examples 2 and 4, where 
Computational IAwar Algebra lssurs 
Table 6. Percentages of separated eigenvalues of Galerkin matrices for Examples ‘,--,I. 
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Example 2: Unpreconditioned 
Example 2: Preconditioned 
Example 3: Unpreconditionecl 
Example 3: Preconditioned 
Example 4: Utlprcconditiolleti 
Example 4: Preconditioned 
the numbers of iterations are about, 1V/4 aiicl X/2. mqectivt4,v. For Esnn~plc :3. howc~er. it 
is the number of distinct cigenvalues in Tablr 5 which W~I.PS~OM~S uu1~11 I)cltt,cxr with ol~s~rv~~l 
performance. Table G is also misleading about, tlirl c+fect of l,l’c,coiitlitioliill, , (1 siim~ it sllggc‘sts that 
faster convergence will occur on Exanplc 4 hut, not 011 Es;uuplr 3. This is lm>cisc>ly tllcl r(‘vc~sc’ 
of the observed l)ehaviour! 
The above remarks slmw that there is scope iu this arcs for filrtllor r~~~~t~~~ll into tlltl l,c~ll;lviolll 
of different implelnent~tiolls of the CG q~proach. 01~ obvious ~YYIW to esplorc~, iu view of t.ht, 
fact, the Galerkin matrices we have cousidererl havcl t~uruetl orlt to 1~ iud&lit(~, wo~~lcl t)(> t,hc 
use of the more stable three-term recurrcucc’ relation (3.7). A more sul)stant,ial liue of rc>search 
would be to t,ry more sophisticatjed preconditioning tc&liqucs witah i\ \-icw t,o I)c+t,c,r cxl)loiti\tion 
of the favollrable eigenvalue structure t,liiLt mm5 to arise, ii~~tiirally ii1 our prot)l(~uls. Ho\v(q~er. 
the widely used irrcornpletf: fuctorization approacllrs are of most Imlt+t for lm~l~l~~~s n:hc~rc A is 
sparse: and only relatively few elements of be factor uiat,rices need t,o 1~ calcl&~tctl. .l‘llis is not, 
likely t,o be the case for the Galerkin matrix (2.8). Inq)roveu~euts on t1i;~goun.l l’~c~c.olltlitiolli~~g 
could, however, be based on quaLsi-Ncwtorr rstimat.tls of A- ’ ‘1’1~ quasi-Nrmt,on approach will 
now be outlined. 
3.2. Quasi-Newton Methods for Galerkin Systems 
Suppose t,lmt the diagonal matrix J(“’ 15 m estimrt(1 of A-‘. (Mi, uligllt 11s~’ J’(l) = tli;lg(c,,;‘) 
or J(O) = I.) Tl 1~11. for any vector p~such that, (p - .J(O’Ap)TAp # O~&tllc> uli\trix 
J(1) = J(o) + 
v(0)v(‘J)T 
V(WTAp ’ 
n_ll(lr(T v(") = p ~ Jt"'Ap, (3.10) 
is an estimate of A-’ in the sense that it satisfies the quasi-Newtjon condition 
The update (3.10) is called the 
N times for distinct vectors p, 
therefore, might be obtainecl by 
for some smell k! say k = 1, 2, and then applying R. cc: lllc~t~llotl to t1w s\lstc111 
MATAMy = Mb. 
The, use of quasi-Newton updates like (3.10) 1 1:~ 1)(x(,11 ~)~O~IOSCY! 1,~ BYO~~IC~II [8] PIS i\ \VRV of 
approximating the Jacobian maris within A Nowton-like ulc+hotl for solving uoulinc>irr (qll;Ltiolls. 
(Form (3.10) is spccialised for a symmetric .Jac~ot)ian; I)llt three arc' similar uptlatc~s for tll(l u011- 
symmetric cast.) Such quasi-Newton methods cm, of COWS~~, also 1~ rlsctl fbr solviirg liimu 
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systems- ---but they are usually reckoned to be uncompetitive with methods like coiljugate gradi- 
ents which do not incur the computational overheads which follow from using a second matrix J 
as well as A. In what follows, however, we report some experimental results obtained wit,h an 
algorithm which does use (3.10) to solve Galerkin systems. 
The quasi-Newton (QN) methods we propose have certain features in common wit,h the CG 
approach described in the preceding section. In particular, each iteration uses a search direction, 
pck) and obtains a new solution estimate of the form 
#+l) = #) + &“) I 
where c> may be chosen using the formula 
(p) = _ 
pWr(“) 
p(“)TAp(‘i) ’ 
where r(li) = Ad’“) - b. 
‘I’he init)ial search direction is usually p(O) = -r(O); ant1 subsequently, we use 
p(“) = -J(k)+), 
where J(“) is obt,ained using the update (3.10). Specifically, at the end of iteration k, we let, 
6’x.L 1) = .p) _ ,Jk- 1) = ,p(kw a11d Y (k-1) = &#-‘) 
imd then (3.10) gives 
J'"' = JCL'-1) + 
V(k-l)V(k-l)T 
,,(k-l)T?(k&l) ’ 
w,lere ,(k-1) ~ #k-l) _ J("-')P,("-~) 
The important point to note is that, if we choose J co) = I, the calculation of p(“) cau be done 
without forming J(“) explicit,ly and incurring the cost of a mat-rix-vector product. Providing we 
have stored t,lie vectors v(O), . , v(“-l). we can write 
‘-I VLi)Tr(k) 
p(“) = _#I _ c ,(j) 
J=o 
v(J)T~'J) ’ 
which can be done using about kN mult~iplications. When k < N, this is considerably fewer 
than t,hc> N2 which would be needed to obtain J (k)r(k) directly. A similar calculat.ion scheme can 
1~ usctl t,o evaluate the product J(k-l)y(“-l) in (3.2). 
‘I% QN approach WC have just described can be viewed as an iterative process for minimizing 
t,hc quadratic function rTAplr; and in fact the CG method can also be viewed in the same way. 
Hence, QN should converge to the solution of Ax = b in the same number of iterations as the 
CG method. In practice, the CG method is quite susceptible to the effects of rounding error 
in finit,e precision arithmetic; but the QN approach is more robust in this respect. Hence, we 
can reasonably expect the QN method to converge in appreciably less than N iterations on the 
Galcrkin problems: and so the fact t,hat the search direction calculation (3.2) is more expensive 
t,han that for the CG approach may not be too serious. 
The tables and discussions below deal with t,he performance of the QN method on Examples 2--4 
from t,he prcl-ious section. 
256 ?I!) 24 
512 !)!I 68 
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Table 8. Numbers of QN iterations for Example 3. 
N No Preconditioner Preconditioner 
64 43 34 
128 71 55 
256 112 95 
Table 9. Numbers of QN ikrations on Example 4. 
For Example 2, the QN approach does slightly more iterations than the CG method czcept 
when N = 512 and preconditioning is used. In this case, QN uses two-thirds the number of steps 
and this is enough to make it the fastest algorithm, by a fairly small margin. It is also worth 
noting that, generally speaking, preconditioning has a relatively more significant, effect on the 
QN method than on conjugate gradients. 
In Example 3, the QN approach consistently needs fewer it,erations than the CG method. 
However, it is the CG method that uses less arithmetic overall; and the QN approach only 
outperforms Gaussian elimination as regards run-time in the case N = 256 when preconditioning 
is used. 
In Example 4, the advantage of the QN method over the CG approach (in terms of iteration 
count) becomes more significant as N increases. The additional overheads of QN, however, mean 
that the unpreconditioned CG solution is still the fastest, for the level of accuracy given by (3.9). 
In fact, for N = 512, CG takes about GO% of the time needed by Gaussian elimination whereas 
QN uses about 80%. However, when the required accuracy is increased, so that E = 10-s in (3.9): 
the greater robustness of the QN scheme can be observed: QN still converges in slightly less time 
t,han GE, but CG needs 20% longer. 
It is worth mentioning in passing that, we have also tried a slightly different implementation of 
the QN approach, in which the step length cl is chosen in a different way. In t,his version, the QN 
approach can be regarded as seeking the minimum of rTr. rather than rTA-‘I-. Some differences 
in performance were observed, but overall the effectiveness of the method is about t,he same as 
the one we have described above. An alternative st,ratcgy which had rmt yet been t,ried would be 
a composite approach which performs a moderate number of QN iterations (say about N/3) and 
then switches to CG when t,he matrix-vector calculat,ions become expensive. 
Several interesting questions about linear solvers for Galerkin systems have been raised in this 
section and more work needs to be done to resolve them. For the remainder of this paper, however, 
we shall confine ourselves to the use of the CG method in t)hc context of investigating some wider 
benefits of running Galerkin boundary element m&od problems in a parallel environment. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION ON A 
MULTIPROCESSOR PARALLEL COMPUTER 
The Galerkin boundary element method may be computationally expensive for the solution 
of large problerns. The generation and solution of t,he large matrix systems resulting from the 
discretization of the boundary oft,en requires significant storage and computational power. In 
such problems, where a large nurnber of similar operations is performed [9], a parallel machine 
is a particularly att,ractive option since it) can be used to exploit the inherent parallelism of the 
Galerkin boundary clcrnent algorithm. Distributed memory machines, although requiring extra 
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programming, can provide truly scalable performance, at considerably lower cost than that of 
current vector supercomputers. 
In this section, we deal with the parallel implementation on a multiprocessor parallel computer 
of the Galerkin boundary element method described in Section 2. The code involves three phases: 
the generation of the influence matrices and the assembly of the system matrix and the right- 
hand side; the solution of the system of equations; the recovery of internal potentials. In the 
implementation of the method, phases one and two are computationally and numerically intensive 
and the storage and computational costs grow rapidly as the problem size increases. Nat,arajan 
and Krishnaswamy [lo] state that, if N is the number of nodal unknowns, t,hen t,he storage 
requirement for the coefficient matrix is 0(N2) while the computational cost for phases one and 
two are 0(N2) and O(N3), respectively. 
4.1. Geometric Domain Decomposition 
The domain decomposition method is commonly used for the solution of large boundary element 
problems by breaking them into smaller problems, and using multiprocessor parallel computers. 
Early parallel implementations of the boundary element method were developed on trcnsputer 
networks by Davies [ll] where the Gauss quadrature was parallelized and by Daoudi and Lo- 
bry [12] who distributed the elements in a cyclic fashion. Recent parallel implementations use 
parallel code development packages. Semeraro and Gray [13] use a block decomposition technique 
on the system matrix for the symmetric-Galerkin method with PVM. Kreienmeyer and Stein [14] 
use a collocation data decomposition technique on a Parsytec MultiCluster with 32 processors. 
They demonstrate that, provided the speed of interprocessor communication is relatively fast 
compared with PVM, theoretical improvements in performance are attainable. Geometric or 
dat,a parallelism is the most natural subdivision of the workload for calculations over a region of 
space. A parallel multiblock data decomposition boundary element method solution by Davies 
and i’vlushtaq [15] requires an iterative process to update the coupling data between adjacent 
multiple blocks. 
4.2. Multipartition Method 
The multipartition method is described by Wshtaq and Davies [9,16]. The original boundary 
of the problem is subdivided into multiple boundary partitions, see Figure 3, so that each partition 
is distributed to a network of processors in boundary sections. Such a distribution allows phases 
one and three to be disjoint, i.e., no interprocessor communication is necessary. 
Figure 3. Illustration of the multipartition method 
The system of equations corresponding to the partitioning strategy of Figure 3 is written as 
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where the subscripts represent the partition number. On application of the boundary conditions, 
the system of equations may be written as 
where A is the symmetric system matrix, x is the unknown vector, and b is the known vector 
as defined in Section 2. Each matrix-vector combination A and b corresponding to a boundary 
partition can be generated independently of the others. This is illustrated in Figure 4. 
Figure 4. Illustration of the data mapping. 
Phases one and three involve the parallel data distribution of the matrices and this is per- 
formed such t,hat the coefficients of the matrices are evenly distributed to individual processors 
in order to balance the computational load and achieve a highly efficient parallelism. The do- 
main decomposition method is used and the domain of the problem is divided into subdomains, 
each processor being responsible for evaluating its subset of the boundary double integrals of the 
subdomain. The double integrals correspond to rows and columns of the matrices. If N is the 
problem size and p is the number of processors, then each processor is responsible for N/p rows 
of the system matrix and N/p elements of the right-hand side vector which gives a well-balanced 
workload. Each processor is also responsible for recovering t,he interior potentials of l/p interior 
points, where 1 is the number of internal points at which the internal solution is sought. The 
order of the matrices for each subdomain is much smaller than that of the whole domain, and so 
the storage limitation can be overcome with the domain decomposition method. Also, the data 
distributed over the processors is smaller than that of a single processor computer and so the 
computational efficiency and speed is much hi&er. 
The parallelization of phase two is performed by clat,a partitioning which leads to an efficient 
parallelism. The initial experiments to be described here involve parallel versions of only t,hree of 
the linear solvers mentioned in the previous section. These are the conjugate gradient method, 
the biconjugate gradient (stabilised) method and the Gauss-Jordan method. It should be noted 
that, in contrast to phases one and three, phase t,wo requires interprocessor comlnunication. 
This interprocessor communication is involved iu passing data for such phase two operations as 
scalar products, matrix-vector products, b n-athering data from processors and broadcast,ing data 
to processors. 
The parallel distributed computer used in this work is an ICUBE 2 with 64 processors in a 
hypercube configuration each havin g 4 Mbytes local memory on each processor. 
In the performance results which follow in Sect,ion 4.3, we define parallel speed-up S,,, as 
s, = 
computation time on one processor 
computation time on p processors . 
4.3. Performance Results for Parallel Galerkin Boundary Element Method 
Ib illustrat,c how symmetry is exploited in the multiprocessor environment, we consider the 
Dirichlet problem described as Example 1 in the previous section. 
In the‘ Galerkin method, phase one is highly computationally intensive compared with t,he same 
l)hast~ in t,he collocation method. However, it is ideally suited for a distributed memory machine 
I~UYLIIS(~ of the absence of interprocessor communication. The same remark also applies to phase 
t,liree. 
The parallel performances in phases one and three are shown in Tables 10 and Il. We see from 
thcsc tables that, as t,he problem size for phase one and the number of interior points for phase 
three is doubled. t,he computation time for the phases increases by a factor of four independent 
of the, number of proc(~ssors and tha.t for a given number of processors, t,lie time is O(N’). As 
the iiunil~er of processors doubles: however, the computation time for the phases clecrcnses by a 
factor of two, independent of the problem size and the number of interior points. This means 
that l~l~ws~~s one and three are highly parallel efficient: ahnost one hundred percent, independent, 
of t,hcl problem size. the number of interior points, and the number of processors. l’his is clue 
to t,hc fact t,hat t,he load is well balanced7 i.c., the tasks involved in these phases are uniformly 
clistribrlted over the processors. The desired linear speed-up for different problem sizrs in phase 
OIK~ ;mtl different int,erior point numbers in phase three is obt,ained, which indicates the &iciency 
of this algorithm in a. multiprocessor environment. 
Table 10. The (sr~~onds) taken for phase ON 
\‘c’e now t.urn t,o the parallelization of phase two. We have already seen that the symmetry of 
I-AV eqrlations enables us to use the coll,jugate gradient method and, moreover, that for Example 1 
t,he GIG method converges in only four iterations without preconditioning. We now consider the 
pc>rfornlance of this method, along with other linear solvers, in a parallel environment. 
‘l’h(~ times taken in phase two, by the parallel solvers, corljugate gradient without, preconclition- 
illg. bicoll,jugat,c gradient (stabilised) and Gauss-Jordan for different problem size a.re compared 
in Tables 12-15. Thc~ Gauss-<Jordan direct solver was preferred t,o Gaussian elimination hecallscl 
no bac,k substitut,ion is required, thus eliminatling processor idle time. 
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Table 13. Time (s) and speed-up for phase two. 
Table 14. Time (s) and speed-up for phase two. 
Table 15. Time (s) and speed-up for phase t,wo. 
From Tables 12-15, we make the following observations. 
(i) The conjugate gradient algorithm significantly outperforms the Gauss-.Jordan algorithm 
in all cases, even though the Gauss-Jordan has the best) speed-up factor. 
(ii) Phase two clearly does not exhibit the same parallelism as phases one and three. The 
speed-up values are not constant; and for each value of IV, the computation time initially 
Table 16. Total time (s) taken for the implementation and phase one. 
32 x.34 0.27 9.49 1 .‘x 13.69 4.40 29.GJ 17.61 
64 I (i.2G 0.14 I G.94 Cl.‘,‘, < < I9.23 2.20 1 27.72 1 8.81 
16 
3 ‘2 
ti-1 
4.62 0.028 6.70 0.039 14.637 0.094 -15.71 0.2.1 
8.34 0.039 9.49 0.047 13.G9 0.093 29.G3 O.l(i 
16.26: O.OGI lG.94 0.OG7 1!3.28 0.105 27.72 0.15 
‘Rhle IX. ‘lb! al time (s) taken for the lmplemel&~t iou and plmse thrcr. 
32 x.34 0.04 9.49 0.16: 13.60 0.62 29.M 2.17 
Gl I 16.2ti 0.02 I 16.94 I 0.08 I 19.2x I 0.31 I 27.72 1.x1 
tlecrci~ses as p increases but then it, red~rs ii minimum ant1 starts to increase. ‘1’1~~ nuinber 
of processors id which a minimunl OCCIIE increases wit,h t,he problem six<>. T;IIIIc 15. in 
particular, shows that it has not been reacllcd for 64 processors with II = 512. The 
rc8son for t,liis increase in computation t,inie is that for a small number of processors, the 
communication cods are small but the solution costs are high. As t,hc numl~r of ~n~~~ssors 
increases so also do t,lic coliiinllriic~ttioii cods, whereas the solution cost tl~crcasc~s. WP 
eventually reach an optimum number of processors for which the total cost of phase two 
is a minimum. 
Taken together, Tables 10-15 also show that. thr set-up phase for t,hc Galerkin method is t,he 
most, cbxpensivc for this example. Howcvc~, the comput~ation cost in this phase. as well as in 
phase three, reduces linenrly with the number of processors. Consequently, since eventually the 
cost in phase two starts to increase with IV, there will be sizes. of problem for which the equation 
solut,ion phase will he the dominant part of die solution cost,. 
Thc~ final set of Tables l&18 show the times for all thwe individual phnses compnrrtl wit,11 t,hcl 
t,ot,al t,ime (seconds) taken for t,he complete irllplernent;Ltioll. This t,ota.l t,ime inc.lucles the three 
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phases together with data broadcast and gather time which reflects the need to distribute data to 
the p processors at the beginning of a solution and to collect, results at the end. As the number 
of processors increases, the total time taken for the implementation decreases until an optimum 
is reached for the number of processors for a particular problem size. This eventual increase 
in the implementation time is due to the fact that as the number of processors increases (for a 
particular problem size), so the broadcast and gather costs increase. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The Galerkin method is seen to be highly parallel-efficient , giving near-perfect speed-up in 
the system set-up phase and in the recovery of internal potentials. The problems considered 
in this paper are relatively small and so the equation solution time remains small compared 
with the set-up time. However, for larger problems, the set-up time reduces linearly with the 
number of processors whereas the equation-solving time does not. The symmetry of the equations 
developed from the Galerkin method allows us to use iterative schemes (conjugate gradients and 
quasi-Newton) which has been shown to have the potential to converge very rapidly for problems 
of this type, thus keeping the solution costs relatively low. However, there is still scope for more 
investigation of the properties of the coefficient matrix (2.8) in the Galerkin system with a view 
to taking even more advantage of its eigenvalue structure. 
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